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ABSTRACT
This paper gives the solution to an important problem associated with an 
oriented communication net which is to obtain the maximum number of different 
values of terminal capacities in the net. Tang and Chien give an interesting 
condition for realizability of terminal capacity matrices of oriented communi­
cation nets. This paper shows that this condition is not sufficient.
A sufficient condition for realizability of terminal capacity matrices 
of oriented communication nets is given which is more general than the neces­
sary and sufficient conditions for the non-oriented communication net. The 
net whose terminal capacity matrix satisfies the above sufficient condition 
can have at most 2 (v-l) different terminal capacities where v is the number 
of vertices in the net. Notice that there are at most v-1 different terminal 
capacities in a non-oriented communication net.
1. INTRODUCTION
The main problems related to non-oriented communication nets are to obtain 
a method of synthesis of nets from a given terminal capacity matrix with certain 
restrictions. On the other hand, an important problem related to oriented 
communication nets is to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for 
realizability of terminal capacity matrices. Gomory and Hu, and Tang and 
Chien give the necessary conditions. However, these conditions are not suf­
ficient. This has not been proved before and one of the main results in this 
paper is to show that the above statement is correct.
It has been shown that there are at most v-1 different terminal capacities 
in a non-oriented communication net containing v vertices (sometimes called 
nodes or stations). This paper gives the maximum number of different terminal 
capacities which can exist in an oriented communication net.
Since necessary and sufficient conditions for realizability of terminal 
capacity matrices of oriented communication nets are not known at present, 
it is reasonable to give a sufficient condition which is more general than that 
for non-oriented communication nets. One such condition is given in this paper 
which has the property that an oriented communication net whose terminal capac­
ity matrix satisfies the condition will have at most 2 (v-1) different terminal 
capacities where v is the number of vertices in the net.
2. TERMINAL CAPACITY MATRICES
When every branch (sometimes called an "edge") in a non-oriented connected 
graph is weighted by a non-negative real number which indicates a capacity of 
transferring information by a system represented by the branch between two
2vertices (nodes) on which the branch is connected, the graph is called an "non- 
oriented communication net". When a graph is oriented, the branch capacity 
is the capacity of transferring information in the direction indicated by the 
orientation of the branch, and the graph is said to represent an "oriented 
communication net". In a communication net consisting of a finite number of 
branches, there exists a finite capacity of transferring information from any 
vertex to any other vertex by considering a net as a whole which is called a 
terminal capacity". The matrix T = [t ] is called a terminal capatiy matrix 
of a communication net if t (i ^ j) is the terminal capacity from vertex 
i to vertex j and t is the symbol d (which has no meaning at all because the 
terminal capacity from one vertex to the same vertex is undefined).
In the case of a non-oriented communication net, T is a symmetric matrix.
Hence, the realizability conditions for a terminal capacity matrix is rather
2 3simple. Also several synthesis methods 9 of communication nets from a speci­
fied terminal capacity matrix have been published.
In the case of an oriented communication net, a terminal capacity matrix 
is not, in general, symmetric. For convenience, the following technical terms 
will be used for the discussion of the properties of terminal capacity matrices.
A principal partition of T is a partition such that
(1)
where every element in T is identical and smallest among all elements in T.
A and B are square submatrices whose diagonal elements are the symbol d. The
3matrices A and B are called the "resultant main submatrices" by the principal 
partition process.
4Tang and Chien give the following theorem:
Theorem 1
The principal partition process can be applied to a terminal capacity 
matrix T of an oriented communication net and every resultant main submatrices 
containing more than one element which are obtained by the preceeding principal 
partition process.
For example, by applying the principal partition process four times, the 
given terminal capacity matrix T becomes
" d 1 3 1 1 1 1
1 r




35 29 1 29 
1 '■
d 1 4
. 18 10 ' 7 ! 5 11 d .
Notice that in the case of a non-oriented communication net, the above property 
is necessary and sufficient such that a matrix is a terminal capacity matrix.
3. NUMBER OF DIFFERENT TERMINAL CAPACITIES IN AN ORIENTED
COMMUNICATION NET
We know that there are at most v-1 different terminal capacities in a non- 
oriented communication net where v is the number of vertices in the net; also 
we know that an oriented communication net containing v vertices can have more 
than v-1. The maximum number of different terminal capacities which an oriented 
communication net can have is an important problem the solution of which is given
4by the following theorem.
Theorem 2
There are at most 1/2 (v+2)(v-1) different terminal capacities in an oriented
communication net consisting of v vertices.
We will prove this theorem by the construction of an oriented communication
net consisting of v vertices which satisfies the above theorem.
First we construct the graph G., in Figure 1 by connecting branch b1 i, i+1
from vertex i to vertex i+1 for i = 1, 2, . .., v-1. For convenience, the phrase
Ma branch being connected from vertex i to vertex j" means that the branch is
connected between vertices i and j whose orientation is from vertex i to vertex
j. Then to the above graph G., , we connect branch b . „ from vertexl7 v-i+1, v-i-j+1
(v-i+1) to vertex (v-i-j+1) for i = 1, 2, . .., v-1 and j = 1, 2, . .., v-i as
shown in Figure 2.
The graph in Figure 2 will have 1/2 (v+2)(v-1) different terminal capacities
by giving proper branch capacity to all branches. To show this, it is easier
if we use the following defintions: _
Definition: S is the cut set which has the property that by deleting
gi gj
all branches in the set, two subgraphs gi and g^ will be obtained.
Definition: A cut set is said to separate vertices i and j if the subgraphs
g^ and gj obtained by deleting all branches in the cut set have the property
that gi contains vertex i and g^ contains vertex j.
Definition: The value of cut set S from g.  to g . is the sum of branchgi gj i J
capacities of the branches connected from a vertex in g to a vertex in gi j'
Definition: Cut set S is said to be the cut set corresponding to
gi Sj
terminal capacity t.. from vertex i to vertex j if g.  contains vertex i g .

6contains vertex j and the value of S from g to g is equal to t
S± S. i J ij'
Now we give the branch capacity to each branch in graph G in Figure 2 
as follows:
(a) The branch capacity of branch b^  ^ is (v-i) € for i = 1, 2} ,mmj
v —1 where 0 < € < l/(v-l).
(b) The branch capacity of branch b . „ is D+iv+i where D > v4v —1+1j v-i-j+1 J —
The graph with these branch capacities is shown in Figure 3.
Notice that the branch capacities of the branches in G are all different.
Since € < 2€ < 36 < ... < (v-1) € and all other branch capacities in the 
graph in Figure 3 are much larger than (v-1) €, the terminal capacity matrix 
of the graph in Figure 3 will be
71 2 3 v - 1 V
1 • d ( v - 1 )  e  | ( y - 2 )  e 1
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( v - 3 ) e 1
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Let GJ be the graph obtained from G in Figure 3 by removing all branches 
in the graph in Figure 1 as shown in Figure 4. In graph G (Figure 4), the 
branch capacities are given in such a way that the sum of branch capacities 
of any m branches will be smaller than the sum of the branch capacities of any 
n branches if m < n.
Figure 4.
8Consider cut set ^ in G’ (Figure 4) where subgraph g contains
vertex p and subgraph g contains vertex q. Set R (k) be the number of
q gp
vertices in g which are located at the right hand side of vertex k in G'.P
Because of the structure of G’f the number n of branches connected from a 
vertex in g to vertex k are those which are connected to vertex k from the
r
vertices located at the right hand side of vertex k. Hence the number n is 
equal to R (k). Thus the total number of N(g g ) branches connected fromg P Q
a vertex m g  to a vertex m  g is equal to the sum of R (k ) for all ver-P q g iPtices k. in g . That is.l q ’
N (g g ) = 2  R (k.)
all k. in g gp 1 l q
(3)
the sum of branch capacities of these branches is the value of S from g to g
gpgq P q
by definition. Also the values of branch capacities in G* are given such a way
that the sum at any m branch capacities is smaller than that of any n branch
capacities if m < n. Hence the number N(g g ) gives some indication aboutP q
the value of cut set S from g to g . For example, if N(g g ) < N(g’ g' )gp gq P q > Sp feq VSp
then the value of S from g to g is smaller than that of S’ fromg g p q g g*P q P q
g' to g* .p q
Let L (k.) be the number of vertices in g located at the left hand sidegq J q
of vertex k^. Then Equation (3) can be written as
N (g g ) = 2  L (k .)
all k . in g Sq J J &P
(4)
Suppose g contains vertex v. Also suppose N(g g ) is equal to N Then P P q o*
N =o 2 L (k .) + L (v)all kj in gp gq 3 gq
except v
(5)
9Suppose g^ consists of all vertices in g except vertex v, and g’ consists of P p ’ q
all vertices in g and vertex v. Since in G’ there is no vertex located at Q.
the right hand side of vertex v, L (k.) is equal to L ,(k ). Because g’ does
gq J *q J P
not contain vertex v, N(g’ g’) is equal toP q
N(gn = Nn " L (v) < N (g g ) P Q o g p qq
(6 )
Suppose subgraph g^ in G’ contains vertex r and there is no vertex in g.
which is located at the right hand side of vertex r. Also suppose g. consists
of all vertices in G* except those in g.. Then N(g g ) can be written as1 i J
N(g. g .) = £
J all k. in g. sj J 
except r
L (k.) + L (r)
gj
(7)
Suppose g^ consists of all vertices in g^ except vertex ry and g*. consists of
all vertices in g. and vertex r. Since there is no vertex in g located at J . i
the right hand side of vertex r, L (k.) = L ,(k ) for all vertices k in g’.
j g' j J i
Also g!. does not contain vertex r. Hencel
N (gl g’.) = N(g. g.) - L (r) < N(g. g ) 1 J 1 J gj 1 j (8)
This means that we can obtain cut set S , , from cut set S which has the
gi gj gi gj
property that the value of S from g’. to g\ is smaller than the value atSi gj i J
s from g, to gi by forming g’ and g’. so that g’ consists of all vertices
J 1 J i
in g^ except vertex r and g^. where there is no vertex in g. located at the right
hand side of vertex r. If there is a vertex in g^ which is located at the right
hand side of vertex r} the value of S f t may not be smaller than that of S
gi 8j gi gj
10
Suppose subgraph g in G* (Figure 4) contains vertex r and there is no n
vertex in gn which is located at the left hand side of vertex r. Also suppose
subgraph g of S consists of all vertices in G' except those in g . Thenm gm g„ &nm n
N(g g ) can be written as m n
N(gmm gn) 2  R (k. ) + R (r)all k-L in gn gm gm
except r
(9)
Next suppose subgraph g' of G' consists of all vertices in g except vertexm &m ^
r and g' consists of all vertices in g and vertex r. Since there is no vertex n n
in g located at the left hand side of vertex r, R , (k ) + R (k ) for all 
n Sm 1 gm im m
k. in g* . Hence i n
N (g; g O  = N(gm gn) - R (r) < N(gm gn) (10)
m
From the above discussion, we can say the following: Suppose we want to
have a cut set S in G’ (Figure 4) whose value from g to g is small as
g p gq P q
possible. Also suppose we specify that vertex p is in g and vertex q is in gP q‘
Then (a) g contains all vertices located at the left hand side of vertex q and P
(b) g^ contains all vertices located at the right hand side of vertex p. If
g^ and gq satisfy the above conditions then the number of branches whose branch
capacities contribute the value of cut set S from g to g depends onlv ongp gq P q
the branches connected between vertices p and q and vertices which are located 
between the vertices p and q.
For the next discussion, we assume that the subgraphs g and g of cut setP q
S in G’ satisfy the above conditions.
gp gq
Suppose there are k vertices between vertices p and q in G’ . We form a
11
new graph by deleting the i of these vertices and all branches connected
to those vertices from G’ . For example, in G' there is no vertex between’ k
vertices p and q in G’ It is clear that N(g g ) of graph G' is 1 N(g g )d p q k &p bq
of graph G^_^ is 2. The reason is as follows: There is only one vertex
between p and q of G’ . This vertex is in either g or g . If this vertexk-1 p q
is in g then N(g g ) of G’ , is equal to p' p q k-1
N (g g ) of G' = R (q) = 2 (11)p q k-i g
If this vertex is in then
N(g g ) of G' = L (p) = 2 P Q k-1 g (12)
Suppose N(g g ) of G* is equal to N where 0 < i < k. Consider graph p q i o & r
Gi+1 which has one more vertex between vertices p and q than the previous case
which is G*. . Let this vertex be vertex r. Suppose we form two subgraphs g’1 P
and g" of G’ in such a way that g’ consists of all the vertices in g of G’ q i+l P 6p i
and vertex r and g^ consists of all vertices in g^ of G^. Then N(g’ g’) of
G’ , is equal to i+l
N(g’ g’ ) = N + R (r) > N (13)P q o g’ o
because R ,(r) > 0 since g’ contains vertex q which is located at the rightgq q
hand side of vertex r.
Suppose we form two subgraphs g" and g" of G'. , such that g” consists ofp q i+l &p
all vertices in g of G* and g" consists of all vertices in g of G’ andP i q q i
vertex r, Then N(q” gn) of G’p q i+l is equal to
12
N(g g ) = N + L „ (r) > N P Q o q oP
(14)
Because L „ (r) > 0. This shows that N(g g ) of G' is at least k+1 where k is
qp P q
the number of vertices between vertices p and q.
There are cut sets S in G' whose N(g g ) is exactly equal to k+1g g P q
^ 4 (k) (k)Suppose S , S S „ „} . S g are all possible cut sets in
gP gq gp gq Sp gq gp q
Gs which separate vertices p and q and N(g g ) = N(gT g') = N(g" GM) = =P q P q P q(k) (k)^(s g ) = k+1 where k is the number of vertices located between vertices
Jr* 4
p and q in G' .
Also suppose g and g satisfy the following conditions:p q
Condition 1: g contains all vertices which are located at the left handP
side of vertex q^and g contains all vertices which are located at the rightq
hand side of vertex pe
Condition 2 : g^ contains all vertices which are located between vertices
p and q„
We claim that S gives the minimum value from g to g . The reasons
gp Sq P q
are (1) N(g g ) = k+1 which Is the smallest number of branches whose branch
Jr 4
capacities contribute to the value of S from g to g and (2) these k+1gp gq P q’
branch capacities in S which give the value of S from g to e are
SP Sq Sp ®q P q
smaller than any other branch capacities of branches connected between vertices
p and q and the vertices located between p and q in G' . (Notice that in G’
the branch capacity of any branch connected from vertex i to any other vertex
located at the left hand side of vertex i is smaller than the branch capacity
of any branch connected from vertex j to any other vertex located at the left
hand side of vertex j if vertex i is located at the right hand side of vertex
13
j.) This means that cut set S is the cut set corresponding to terminal
gp sq
capacity t from vertex p to vertex q in G’ if the cut set separates vertices
Pq
p and q and subgraphs g and g satisfies the two conditions given previously.p q
This is also true for the cut set corresponding to a terminal capacity of G
in Figure 3 because the branch capacities of the branches in G which are not
in G* are too small to interfere in the above result.
The cut set S corresponding to terminal capacity t is shown
gv gv-p v>v-1
in Figure 5 and t is equal tov, v-p
or
v;v-l
(P+1) € + 2  (D + v + r) for p < v-1
r=l
v-1





where g contains vertex v and g contains v v-p
terminal capacity matrix T in Equation (2) is








(D + v + r) ... (v - k + 1)6 + 2  (D + v + r)
r=l
. . . v -1
. 2£ + D+v+1
v
d
In general terminal capacity t in G from vertex p to vertex q for p > q > 1
P, q —




(2v + l - p - q ) € +  2  [D + (v-p+1) v + r]
r-1
P-1
(v - p) € + 2  [D + (v-p+1) v + r]
r=l
1 < q < p-1
(17)
q = 1
where D = v , € < ^^ and v is the number of vertices in G. It can be seen
that for v = 2, all t for p > q and p = 2, 3, .,.f v are different which means 
that in T (Equation (2)) the elements below the diagonal elements are all dif­
ferent. Since there are v-1 different elements above the diagonal elements 
in the total number of different elements in T is 1/2 (v+2)(v-1) which proves 
Theorem 2.
4. S-SUBMATRIX
Let G be a communication net consisting of v vertices and T be the terminal 
capacity matrix of G. Then every row of T represents a vertex in G. Also every 
column of T represents a vertex in G. That is, for each vertex in G, there is 
only one row and only one column in T which represents the vertex. Let two
15
sets, and be the collections of vertices such that every vertex in G
is either in V or V but not in both V and V . Then we form a submatrix r c r c
of T called an y'S-submatrix" by deleting all rows which correspond to the
vertices in V and all columns which correspond to the vertices in V from T c r
In other words, the S-submatrix consists of all elements in T which are at the
intersection of the rows representing the vertices in V and the columnsr
representing the vertices in V . Since there are 2V_1 different pairs of Vc r
and Vc which are not empty, there are 2V different S-submatrices of T. Also 
it is clear that for every S-submatrix of T, there is a cut set or a branch 
disjoint union of cut sets in G such that by deleting all branches in the cut 
set (or the branch disjoint union of cut sets) from G, the vertices corres­
ponding to the rows and the vertices corresponding to the columns of the S- 
submatrix will be separated. Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between S-submatrices of T and cut sets in G.
Suppose t is the smallest terminal capacity in G. Also suppose S° g gj
is the cut set corresponding to t. Then it is clear that t is the terminalo
capacity from a vertex in g. to a vertex in g .. Hence the S-submatrix whose1 J
rows correspond to the vertices in g^ and whose columns correspond to the
vertices in g . consists of identical elements which are equal to t , such as 
J o’
T in Equation (1).
Suppose S is the cut set corresponding to terminal capacity t. Also
S1 S2
suppose Q is the S-submatrix of T which consists of rows corresponding to the 
vertices in g and the columns corresponding to the vertices in g . Then the 
largest element in Q must be equal to t. The reasons are as follows: Every 
element in Q represents a terminal capacity from a vertex in g^ to a vertex 
in S2- Since S is the cut set corresponding to terminal capacity t there
16
is at least one element in Q which is equal to t. Let terminal capacity tPQ
from vertex p to vertex q be an element in Q. Also let S be the cut set
corresponding to t
pq
g g P q
Notice that vertex p is in as well as in g^ and
vertex q is in g and in g . Then the value of S must not be smaller
q 2 «! e2
than that of S because if so the S is not the cut set correspondingg g g g °*P *q gp q
to terminal capacity t . Hence there exists no element in Q which is larger 
than t. If there exists in Q an e l e m e n t  t’ which is smaller than ty then 
there exists a cut set in G corresponding to terminal capacity tT. Hence 
there exists a S-submatrix of T in which t’ is the largest element. Thus the 
following theorem can be obtained.
Theorem 3
Every element in a terminal capacity matrix T except the diagonal elements 
d belongs to at least one S-submatrix of T in which this element is the largest.
For example^ the following matrix is not a terminal capacity matrix 
because there exists no S-submatrix containing 5 and in which 5 is the largest.
d 2 1 
8 d 1 
5 7 d
Corollary 1
If there are m S-submatrices which contain element t of T and t ispq pq
the largest element in each of these submatrices, then at least one of these 
submatrices represents a cut set which corresponds to terminal capacity tpq
This is obvious because we know that there exists a cut set corresponding 
5 6to t ’ . Hence there exists a S-submatrix of T in which t is the largestpq pq
17
This S-submatrix must be one of m S-submatrices.
Corollary 2
Suppose terminal capacity matrix T of order v has been partitioned 
according to Theorem 1. Then there exists exactly (v-1) S-submatrices of T 
containing only the elements which are located above the diagonal elements 
d in T.
This is obvious because to form an S-submatrix containing only the elements 
which are above the diagonal elements in T, we must delete lSt  ^ 2™*} ., ith 
columns and l + 1 , v rows of T.
3 4The following theorem is given by Gomory and Hu f and Tang and Chien . 
Theorem 4
Let t (i, j = 1, 2, ...9 i / j) be any element of a realizable terminal
capacity matrix. Then
t. ij = min (t t .)ik* kj
for all k ^ i, j.
Theorem 4 and 3 are equivalent. However, the concept of S-submatrices 
will help to prove that Theorems 3 and 4 are not sufficient for realizability 
of terminal capacity matrices.
Consider the following matrix:
1 2 3 4
—
1 d 3 1 1
2 *2 d 1 1
3 t t d 23 1
4 t t +€ t d4 o o
(18)
18
where > tg > tg > > t + € > t and 0 < £ < 1. We will show that R is
not realizable as a terminal capacity matrix. Notice that R satisfies Theorems 
3 and 4.
For convenience the symbol g(i i ... i ) is used to represent a con-^ JK
nected subgraph which consists of vertices i i . and i . By Corollary1 2  k
2, there are exactly 3 S-submatrices consisting of only elements above the 
diagonal elements in R. Those are
Hence the cut sets corresponding to these S-submatrices are S
S x and S . x . x.g(D g(234) g(123) g (4)
g (12) g (34)^
Suppose there is a communication net G whose terminal capacity matrix is 




'^02)^34) Figure 6 .
19
Since the value V1 of Sg(12, g(34> from g(12) to g(34) is equal to the
largest element in the S-submatrix corresponding to S , . x V is equalg (12) g (34)* 1 4
to
v, = b + b + b 0 + b_„ = 11 14 24 13 23 (19)
Likewise the value of S  ^ g (234) from g(1) to ^ 234> is
V2 " b12 + bX3 + b14 = 3 (2 0 )
Because the following S-submatrix is the only one S-submatrix in R in which






Also the value V of SgQ24)  ^ from g(124) to g(3) is
%  “ b13 + b23 + b43 " 4o (21)
Since there exists only one S-submatrix in R in which t + € is the largest
element, the cut set corresponding to the terminal capacity t + € from vertexo
4 to vertex 2 is Sg(14) g(23) (see Figure 6) and the vaiue Vg of Sg(14) g(23) 
from g (14) to g(23) is
V5 - B12 + b13 + b42 + b43 = bo + € (22)
From Equations(21) and (22) we have
20
€ + b. _ - D42 12 23 (23)
Since every branch capacity is non-negative Equation (19) gives
b + b < 1 13 14 — (24)
Hence this with Equation (20) gives
b > 2  12 - (25)
Equation (19) also gives
b < 1 23 — (26)
Hence from Equations (25) and (26) with (23) we have
£ > ° 4 2 + 1 (27)
Since b is non-negative, this Equation (27) shows that € > l which contradicts 
the assumption that 0 < € < 1 Thus R is not a terminal capacity matrix.
Consider the matrix M which has been partitioned according to Theorem 1 
such that the elements in T are identical and smallest among all elements in 
M except the diagonal elements,! is realizable as a terminal capacity matrix 
and R is the matrix in Equation (18). Then M is not realizable as a terminal 
capacity because of R even though M satisfies Theorems 3 and 4. Thus Theorems 






50 REALIZABILITY CONDITION OF SPECIAL TYPE OF ORIENTED COMMUNICATION
NETS AND REMARKS
At present, there is no necessary and sufficient condition for realizability 
of terminal capacity matrices of oriented communication nets. Theorems 3 and 4 
give necessary conditions which are not sufficient as we have seen previously.
For non-oriented communication nets,, in which case terminal capacity matrices 
are symmetric,, Theorem 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition and there are 
at most v-1 different terminal capacities in such a communication net „ How­
ever in the case of an oriented communication net, even if there are at most 
v-1 different elements in a matrix of order v which satisfy Theorems 1 and 3 
the matrix is not necessarily a terminal capacity matrix,, This can be seen by 
the following examples Suppose M in Equation (28) is of order v (> 11) and the 
elements in T except the diagonal element are all identical and larger,Gi
than the element in T but smaller than 1. Also suppose R in Equation (28) is 
the R in Equation (18)„ Then M has 11 different values of elements which are 
equal or smaller than v-1„ However M is not realizable.
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for realizability of 
terminal capacity matrices.
Definitions matrix M is said to be completely partitionable if M satisfies
(1) M can be partitioned according to Theorem 1,
(2) After partitioned M according to Theorem 1, M can be partitioned 
wi thout rearranging rows and col urnns as
(29)
22
such that every element in A is identical and smallest among all elements 
below the diagonal elements in M .
(3) and are again partitionable in the same way as M in (2) satis­
fying the same conditions until finally each square submatrix containing 
diagonal elements becomes a one-by-one matrix.
A matrix which has been partitioned by the above process is said to be 
’completely partitioned", For example^ the following matrix M which has been 
partitioned according to Theorem 1.
d ! 5 | 3 ! 1 1-- I-----' !
4 | d | 3 | 1 1
is completely partitionable because we can partition M as
r* d 1 5 3 1 1
4 !_*_ ' 3i 3 ! 1 1
4 1 8 1 d i! 1 11 ____ !
4 ! 6 
1
6 1
l J L ! _ î _
4— ! 6 6 i 7 1 ' d .
without rearranging the rows and columns of M,
Theorem 5
A matrix T = [t ] where t > 0  for i j and t ^  = d (by definition) is 
realizable as a terminal capacity matrix if T is completely partitionable.
To prove this we construct the branch capacity matrix1 B = [b. .] from T 
where b is the sum of branch capacities of the branches connected from vertex
23
i to vertex j and b = d (by definition) as follows:
After T is completely partitioned we set to zero every element which is 
not located immediately next to the diagonal elements„ The resultant matrix 
is B. For example^ B of matrix M in the previous example is
1 2 3 4 5
1 d 5 0 0 0
2 4 d 3 0 0
3 0 8 d 1 0
4 0 0 6 d 2
5 0 0 0 7 d
Then it is clear that the oriented communication net corresponding to this branch 
capacity matrix B has the terminal capacity matrix which is equal to T. For 
example^ the oriented communications net corresponding to B in the previous 
example is shown in Figure 7,
Figure 7.
Notice that the communication net whose terminal capacity matrix satisfies 
Theorem 5 contains at most 2(v-l) different terminal capacities.
Theorem 5 does not give the sufficient conditions for realizability of a 
terminal capacity matrix whose oriented communication net has at most 2 (v-l) 
different terminal capacities,, One of the further problems in this field is
24
to find a sufficient condition for realizability of a terminal capacity matrix 
in which there are k different elements for a fixed k. Another problem is to 
define the optimum oriented communication net and to obtain a method of synthe­
sizing such a net whose terminal capacity matrix satisfies Theorem 5.
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